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Abstract: Acknowledging the importance of climate challenges to our environment, landscape and
cities, this review focuses on the exploration of visual methods (e.g., design, drawing, sketches) in
relation to a deeper understanding of climate emergency and sustainability on a spatial scale. It
provides an overview of existing research and highlights the role design and drawing can play in
landscape-led projects, as well as the impact these might have on behavioural change and decision-
making. Looking at how design and drawing are perceived in landscape architecture and what their
contribution is to the narrative of a project as well as the decisions made, this paper establishes a
connection between pictorial forms and landscape. At the same time, this paper explores whether
visualisations are used in relation to the climate and environmental challenges we face, sharing
some light on the role they can play with regards to climate awareness and sustainability and how
important they might be for our communities, cities and regions. This review highlights the need for
further research around this topic and explains that there is a minor part of the literature looking at
ways in which landscape design can be integrated into the wider climate emergency agenda and how
this might influence behavioural change and the decision-making of various stakeholders.

Keywords: climate emergency; sustainability; landscape; design; drawing; decision making;
behavioural change

1. Introduction

Interest in sustainable landscape design is growing rapidly. In contrast, the discussion
about design, drawings and their impact on landscape architecture has been a well-known
topic for quite some time. This paper review discusses how drawings, landscape design
and pictorial representations contribute to the creation of sustainable and environmentally
friendly landscapes and why this is important to the process of design, as well as the
behavioural change in our communities and decision-makers and the impact this has on
our landscape, cities, regions and environments. This study recognises design and drawing
as ‘tools’ and communication methods within the landscape sector, exploring if and how
visual representations can contribute to the understanding of climate emergency and the
effects of climate alterations on a topographical as well as community level.

It is acknowledged that landscape design can create a vision for the region by establish-
ing and expressing a strong concept that integrates all the sustainable and quality elements
of the landscape. Van den Broeck [1] states that a ‘strategic project needs a vision framing
it in a specific context, giving it a direction, a meaning, a justification and legitimacy in
relation to the social-spatial context’. However, there is not enough evidence connecting
drawing with spatial sustainability and how such ideas can be represented within the
landscape scale, providing for resilient cities. Adopting questions such as if the landscape
can support carbon consciousness [2] and how this is possible, this paper agrees with
Sheppard [3], stating that a landscape can be a social mobilisation device; however, when
this is seen from a climate and environmental perspective, it is largely neglected. Aragon [4]
agrees that a landscape can provide a better way to communicate about climate change and
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explores artistic artefacts to do so. Using the landscape as a medium, the climate effects
can be better understood by professionals and the community, and therefore the chance
for them to be addressed is greater. As challenging as it is to understand the scale and
impact of environmental changes, the same applies to disseminating these challenges to
the wider community, and for that reason, this paper suggests that landscape design and
drawing are very powerful mediums to understand and disseminate environmental and
spatial strategies to professionals and the wider community.

2. Methodology

This review paper explores the interaction and relevance between design/drawings,
climate emergency and the landscape. The key to this is the combination of the three factors
(drawing/design–climate emergency–landscape), since these topics might be separately
widely researched but not in relation to themselves. This review provides a platform for
further discussion, but most importantly, it wishes to highlight the significance landscape
drawings and pictorial forms have in understanding and responding to spatial climate
strategies and emphasise the lack of such research and its significance in landscape archi-
tecture and cities. The research question underpinning this article is as follows:

Q: What is the role of landscape design and drawing with regards to sustainability/climate
emergency and the landscape? Observations on decision-making?

A literature search was conducted to allow for a wider collection of the available
references in relation to landscape design/drawing and climate emergency. The initial
results demonstrated that even though both ‘landscape design/drawing’ and ‘landscape
and climate emergency/sustainability’ have been discussed at some point, there is mini-
mum research around the design–landscape–climate emergency research with a scope of
communication and decision-making.

An electronic search of the relevant academic literature was conducted using the
keywords “landscape”, “drawings”, “design”, “landscape architecture”, “climate emer-
gency”, “climate change” and/or “sustainability”. This search was conducted using both
the ScienceDirect and Google Scholar search engines. For Google Scholar, the search was
set for all the identified words to be in the title of a paper, while the ScienceDirect database
allows for the search to include the title, abstract and keywords of a journal [5].

The use of the ScienceDirect database is rationalised by its vast inclusion of peer-
reviewed journals and conference proceedings across various areas within the landscape
architecture field. The search has been expanded to include more keywords in order to
avoid missing any significant references, although it is recognised that many of the results
using these words do not address the topic in question.

The ScienceDirect queries used to conduct the search are as follows:

TITLE-ABS-KEY (drawing) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY
(climate emergency) = 0 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (drawing) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY
(sustainability) = 119 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (drawing) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY
(climate change) = 50 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (design) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (cli-
mate emergency) = 3 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (design) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (sus-
tainability) = 1153 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (design) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (cli-
mate change) = 454 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (drawing) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape architecture) AND TITLE-
ABS-KEY (climate emergency) = 0 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (drawing) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape architecture) AND TITLE-
ABS-KEY (sustainability) = 6 results;
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TITLE-ABS-KEY (drawing) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape architecture) AND TITLE-
ABS-KEY (climate change) = 0 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (design) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape architecture) AND TITLE-ABS-
KEY (climate emergency) = 0 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (design) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape architecture) AND TITLE-ABS-
KEY (sustainability) = 79 results;
TITLE-ABS-KEY (design) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (landscape architecture) AND TITLE-ABS-
KEY (climate change) = 29 results.

The Google Scholar terms used to conduct the search are as follows:

ALLINTITLE: (drawing) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape) AND ALLINTITLE (climate
emergency) showing 0 results;
ALLINTITLE: (drawing) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape) AND ALLINTITLE (sustainabil-
ity) showing 0 results;
ALLINTITLE: (drawing) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape) AND ALLINTITLE (climate
change) showing 1 result;
ALLINTITLE: (design) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape) AND ALLINTITLE (climate emer-
gency) showing 0 results;
ALLINTITLE: (design) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape) AND ALLINTITLE (sustainability)
showing 100 results;
ALLINTITLE: (design) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape) AND ALLINTITLE (climate change)
showing 47 results;
ALLINTITLE: (drawing) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape architecture) AND ALLINTITLE
(climate emergency) showing 0 results;
ALLINTITLE: (drawing) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape architecture) AND ALLINTITLE
(sustainability) showing 0 results;
ALLINTITLE: (drawing) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape architecture) AND ALLINTITLE
(climate change) showing 0 results;
ALLINTITLE: (drawing) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape architecture) AND ALLINTITLE
(climate emergency) showing 0 results;
ALLINTITLE: (design) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape architecture) AND ALLINTITLE
(sustainability) showing 11 results;
ALLINTITLE: (design) AND ALLINTITLE (landscape architecture) AND ALLINTITLE
(climate emergency) showing 23 results.

The above methodology was used to investigate the gap tackled by this review and
the level of discussion between the topics of design/drawings and climate emergency at a
spatial scale. The search allowed for investigating specific terms on papers, and in most
cases, there are very few results with relevant papers. Even in cases where there are many
results (e.g., 1153, 454), the papers that really address the scope of this paper are very
limited. When the word ‘design’ is used, the number of references is larger; however, the
context of the papers is not much closer to what this paper examines. The ScienceDirect
search allows for the search of these keywords in all titles, abstracts and keywords, giving a
wider range compared to the ‘all in title’ option. However, initial indications demonstrate
that these keywords are used separately or in relation to other concepts (e.g., general
landscape design or sustainability issues) and not in relation to themselves. The papers
found were further evaluated, revealing that very few were relevant enough to be used
as references in this study. In most cases, the papers might have been using the words
searched by this review, but they were either examining two of these ideas (e.g., drawing
and landscape, sustainability and landscape) or they were examining other non-relevant
items (e.g., plant diversification in agricultural landscapes, landscape design in housing,
landscape characteristics in urban blue spaces and more).

Decision-making was not searched as a separate item, as this study wishes to re-
veal the impact landscape drawings and sustainable ideas have on decision-making in
spatial matters.
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3. Design and Landscape Narratives (Literature)

Design and drawings are powerful mediums to communicate narratives and landscape
ideas to a wider audience, aiming for a successful outcome (e.g., masterplan, design)
that will express designers’ views and not just tools to ‘build a narrative’. This research
argues that drawings can increase imagination and make the narrative understandable.
Drawings help the individual (professional designer or public) to understand space and
how this can become, as well as the impact a drawing has on the decisions made for the
wider area. Whether called visuals, pictorial forms, maps or drawings, these ‘tools’ can
present something not entirely visible at the time, either because a scheme is still under
development or because it is less easy to visualise it on a large scale [6]. Drawings and
visuals can be memorable, illustrative, vivid, ‘better than a thousand words’ and therefore
used from various disciplines and to fulfil all sorts of reasons. They can be used to inspire,
illustrate, understand and persuade an audience. The literature suggests that drawings and
pictorial forms often benefit an audience that is not familiar with a specific idea. ‘When
communicating with the general public, photographs have a tremendous potential for
generating interest and involvement’ state Dramstad and Fjellstad [7], emphasising the
communicative role of visual media. Therefore, one can argue that the role of drawing in
landscape-led strategies is to make the ideas tangible and visualise the spatial dimension
of a scheme. But is this the only role this powerful medium has in relation to the landscape
and the environment? Drawing can be a tool that helps make the narrative understandable.
It is also a way to support, stimulate and develop ideas [8] to form a concrete concept
aiming for the final landscape scheme.

Design and drawing can be either completely overlooked or more often introduced
at the final stage of a strategic project process. The way that the management process
of a large infrastructure scheme currently operates places landscape design at the fringe
of the mechanism. With the early engagement and integration of design and drawing
elements in the scheme, the project has a better chance to develop qualities, engage with
people and have a successful outcome [6]. For professionals and experts involved with
landscape design (e.g., landscape architects, designers), the development of a concept or
narrative is part of the design process [9], and therefore it can be argued that ‘narrative
design’ has a long tradition [10]. Potteiger and Purinton [10] have stated that a narrative
‘is a very fundamental way people shape and make sense of experience and landscapes’.
However, scale often creates several challenges with strategic schemes, and large-scale
designs do not always become the living image of their conceptual drawings or narratives.
Experts explain that ‘Design thinking should be part of creating the vision and designing
the brief for a new project’ [11], but this is not always materialised when the scheme
is built. Maps, drawings and visuals can play a significant role in the way in which
landscape ideas are communicated and, therefore, the implementation of a landscape
project [6]. Design allows for the concept to be expressed in a visual form and for ideas
to be understood better by communities [12]. The significance drawing has within a
landscape scheme is being discussed among research and professional sectors; however,
there is very little being suggested about the link between what a design can do in relation
to the climate crisis and sustainable landscapes and its impact on decision-making in
urban or regional developments. Among this study’s interests are the effects design
interpretation and communication have on decision-makers and their understanding of
land and spatial developments.

Drawings and Decision-Making

Decision-making directly or indirectly impacts the outcome of designs, proposals,
developments and built projects, as well as the man-made characteristics of an area. Gov-
ernments often lack strong communication between their administrations and citizens [13],
resulting in isolation or non-communication towards the communities of which they serve.
This could be a result of a lack of strategy or neglecting the need to communicate spatial
proposals. Drawings can communicate ideas; especially in landscape-led initiatives, maps,
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sketches and drawings often impact decisions made in relation to strategic schemes. Meijs-
mans et al. [14] suggest that it can be possible for drawings to facilitate plan development
and policy formulation; however, they question the way in which this can happen on a
strategic scale. Both Sullivan [15] and Moore [16] discuss the power of drawing from a
landscape perspective and its ability to better understand the land, revealing its spatial
dimension. Sullivan ([15], p. 7) also explains that ‘drawing a landscape allows you to visu-
alize it in a new way. As opposed to taking a photograph, drawing a landscape enables you
to really understand it’ and makes it an integral part of the active process, making it a tool
for thinking and analysis. Moore ([17], p. 40), examining drawing within the landscape and
spatial dimensions, explains that ‘drawing is thought to improve the power of observation
and may enhance the ability to externalize what is in the mind more quickly and effectively’.
In a similar direction, Sullivan [15] suggests that drawing is an act of thinking and seeing
clearly when it comes to landscape developments. Baker [18] contributes to this discussion
by stating that factual information can be represented by different graphic techniques, but
without explaining their significance in the spatial dimension. Stephenson [19], though,
argues that there is a difference between tangible data and spatial (place, time, subjective)
ones, making the intangible qualities, such as those discussed here, more often overlooked
or given less attention. Freehand sketches and concept diagrams also play a significant
role in design problem solving, and as Do and Gross explain, ‘design reasoning’ is often
encouraged by drawings ([20], p. 2). Therefore, this study understands that drawing and
sketches are not always confined as ‘the thinking’, but also ‘the justification’ medium of a
wider design, allowing for the designer as well as the decision-maker to understand the
current situation and the proposals being made in a spatial context. Drawings often ‘reveal’
hidden information that is not easily understood by non-experts, giving the opportunity to
civil servants and decision-makers to further evaluate the real circumstances of their area.

Enhancing the communication argument, Meijsmans et al. [14] suggest that drawings
can play a key role in disseminating new forms of regional planning, and they emphasise
that ‘the design tool is explicitly addressed for its capability as a vehicle for identifying
stakeholders and organising the process of negotiation and coproduction’ ([14], p. 6). In
addition, Corner [21] admits that while drawings have certain limits in representing the
landscape experience, they remain an ‘extraordinary powerful medium in relation to the
production of landscapes’ ([21], p. 159). But even if all these points are being made about
the role and significance of drawings in spatial designs and landscape plans, their role in
decision-making in relation to current environmental and social challenges is not taken
into account. This study wishes to highlight the potential of design and drawing in relation
to sustainability and decision-making; however, there is minimum research that allows for
this to be extensively discussed. More recent research suggests that visualisations improve
viewers’ understanding of landscape change [13] and that graphic and pictorial forms can
act as the link between complex scientific information and the spatial environment. Krätzig
suggests that “decision-makers must communicate sustainable development concepts to
the public and stakeholders in a clear and understandable manner” [13] if they are to
introduce climate challenges and environmental objectives into their urban or regional
spatial strategies.

4. Design/Drawing as a Communication Tool for Climate Emergency and Sustainability

Pickerill [22] argues that ‘our future urban spaces need to be better designed to reduce
our collective environmental impact, but they also need to be accessible to a diverse popula-
tion’ and this can be a start for a low carbon vision. Previous research examined low carbon
as a gas emission indicator or new technological approaches related to climate change,
arguing that there is no ‘internationally agreed’ or ‘universally applicable’ definition of
low carbon [23,24]. Aiming to make a connection between landscape and sustainability,
Gossop [25] stated that ‘Good design is the key [to] creating successful places that are
sustainable in the broadest sense. There is a growing recognition of what constitutes good
design and there are numerous examples from around the world of successful places, that
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both, function well and are attractive in architectural and landscape terms. But the new
dimension is the need for those places to be low carbon as well’. Even though a point was
being made at the time about the importance of environmentally friendly or low carbon
space, there was no strong indication as to the role design/drawing could play in this. The
literature has followed a similar pathway, suggesting that if we are to address environmen-
tal challenges, then we need to work at the local and regional level, supporting human
and environmental interrelations while accommodating for social change [13]. As excellent
as such notions are, they do not give any information on the ways in which landscapes
can support more resilient cities. Sheppard [3] makes the point that landscape architects
are very well equipped to intervene at the physical scale, dealing with areas where people
live, commute and recreate. He suggests that landscape architects are those who bring
their designs to life using visual tools, and that such methods can apply at the community
or local level [3]. There are various designs that can be discussed and presented, but this
study does not aim to promote one design over the other; instead, it makes the argument
that several forms of drawing/design are required and that some can work better than
others depending on the occasion and area, but very few are currently being developed
embedding such concepts. On the ideas related to climate emergency and sustainability as
well as decision-making, strategic-scale designs can offer a greater opportunity to evaluate,
understand and make decisions in a wider area. Landscape approaches such as the West
Midlands National Park (WMNP), High Line, Rewild My Street’s Vision and London
National Park City all offer different views.

More recently, the topic of landscape visualisation and climate emergency has started
to arise, with sources exploring the impact a visual medium has on communities and
their approach to climate emergency. Aragon [4] states that public engagement can be
enhanced if artists and designers use landscape as a ‘setting’ to visualise climate change
features, while Köpsel [26] discusses that cultural values are threatened by environmental
changes when these are connected to physical locations. The impact on understanding what
climate emergency means for the landscape, our communities and how it all relates to our
livelihoods has started to be explored, with Aragon indicating that site-specific installations
have been useful in the general public’s understanding of the situation since they tend
to present the problems on a local scale [4]. Krätzig and Warren-Kretzschmar [13] also
examine how landscape visualisation in environmental planning can support sustainable
decisions and how using the medium of visualisation in a spatial context can change
the decision-making process. The recent literature also points out that the local scale is
important when it comes to a deeper understanding of climate challenges [3] and that
design professions such as landscape architects, planners and artists can truly establish a
communication bridge on environmental topics, creating further interest at a community
level [3,27]. In addition, a lack of such understanding and engagement by the public can
result in minimum support or interest in matters related to climate planning [28,29]. I
have examined the current literature in relation to visualisation and the landscape. This
paper understands that as visualisation tools, there are usually considered 2D and 3D
visual formations, and not always the wider range of pictorial forms, drawings, maps and
sketches produced during a landscape-led design. All these different forms of graphical
and visual communication can impact the deep understanding of climate emergency. All
pictorial forms and visuals can be beneficial when it comes to both the conceptualisation
and implementation of climate-related ideas, despite the current focus on 2D/3D visuals.

Climate Emergency Awareness and Society

Why is it so important for the wider community to fully understand the impact of
climate emergency in their area? Climate awareness is known as the ability to “enhance
stakeholders’ understanding of climate change” [30] and therefore to increase the perception
of the risks resulting from environmental changes. Overall, even though climate emergency
and environmental elements have been constantly discussed in recent years, it seems that
there is still a lack of climate awareness among the public and politicians, despite the
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high levels of awareness and acceptance among climate experts, urban designers and
planners [31]. From all these discussed above, one would agree that it is rather important
for society to understand the significance of climate emergency; however, it is stated that
despite the regular and increasing rate of several scientific results coming out, science
is not enough to stimulate behavioural change and the necessary actions [32]. Bulkeley
et al. agree that we need an engaged society to be able to swiftly transition into a low
carbon future [33], as this global challenge requires a common effort from politicians
and professionals, as well as the public. It is for these reasons that this review suggests
that design and drawings are very significant tools in supporting and enhancing the
understanding of climate emergency, as well as their adaptation and mitigation measures.
With a better understanding of the changing climate, people are being educated and
inspired to change their lifestyle, and the various visualisation methodologies are means
to better communicate and disseminate the message about sustainability to communities,
decision-makers and politicians [13]. There are many visuals, drawings and maps that
integrate environmentally friendly ideas and solutions, but such concepts have not—until
now—been deliberately presented in a master plan. Sustainability is an element that can
certainly be interpreted by a strong concept or a skilled designer. Krätzig and Warren-
Kretzschmar suggest that aerial photographs, visualisations and panorama photographs
are able to help viewers recognise the characteristics of their landscape [13]; however,
this study takes it a step further, stating that design and drawings have this potential as
well, when used in the right context. Sheppard agrees that visual communication can
advance people’s awareness of climate change, affect behavioural change and ‘accelerate
social learning’ [34]. But again, there is less clarity about what visual representations are
able to enable (e.g., behaviours) and, most importantly, what, if any, are better ways to
impact decision-makers. The literature from the same sources moves on to suggest that
social learning is being benefited by visual communications [35] and that such mediums
can play a vital role in climate awareness [34], but the most significant finding is that
landscape-led visualisations can also demonstrate the consequences of a changing climate
in such ways that are being truly acknowledged and understood by communities [35].
There is also an argument being made by Sheppard [35] between the informative role of
visualisations on climate change and a persuasive role affecting decision-making and policy,
stating that emerging techniques of landscape-based visualisations will potentially support
climate awareness; however, ethical procedures will need to be in place to ensure that such
powerful mediums will not be used in a bad manner.

The influence such tools might have on the ways people perceive their land and
neighbourhoods could create the opposite effect from what this study’s scope is, and
therefore it is important to mention that, as with landscape design, drawings can create
powerful impressions, and it is the role of the landscape architect and the designer to ensure
these impressions are realistic and accurate. Landscape architects have the power to act
on different scales, from local to regional, and therefore they can engage stakeholders in
planning, decision-making and design processes, giving them the opportunity to have a
more active role in society [3] and lead by example. Even though the discussion around
climate emergency is quite popular, findings suggest that there is limited understanding in
relation to the impact and solutions at a spatial scale and the benefits to the community.

5. Conclusions

Key findings of this paper indicate that the role of design and drawing within a
landscape-led approach does not often relate to the way in which sustainability and climate
emergency are being perceived in a spatial context. Drawing, design, maps, visualisations
and pictorial forms are common techniques amongst professionals, landscape architects,
designers and planners, either to understand or communicate their designs to a wider
audience. However, such methods have not been explored widely when it comes to
environmental challenges. Landscape designs and drawings can provide a communication
pathway for decision-making and the public, but they could also demonstrate the impact
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climate emergency has on our cities and regions as well as visualise possible solutions.
One of the points made by this study, based on the examined literature, is that there is no
coherent research linking the spatial scale with the tools of design and drawings and the
ideas of climate emergency and sustainability.

This paper reveals that the topics of drawing and landscape architecture are being
discussed, but there is a very small part of the literature examining how landscape archi-
tecture and visuals can be embedded in the wider climate emergency discussion. In most
cases, visuals are only considered as the 3D versions of areas and in relation to the effects
of climate change. The impact a design can have on the decision-making process and the
communication or understanding of the land are not considered widely in current research.
This study suggests that landscape design and drawing with a focus on climate emergency
have great potential for aiding decision-making, as they can play a significant role in
supporting spatial planning decisions either by demonstrating the existing situation or by
proposing possible solutions. There is also a lack of information in relation to drawings
focused on climate emergency and behavioural change, as well as how such examples
could potentially impact the lifestyles of our communities and the decisions being made
at a local as well as a governmental level. This paper concludes that design, drawing and
pictorial representations can play a significant role with regards to sustainable development
and climate emergency in our cities and regions, but for this to happen, we need to allow
for powerful designs to be embedded in the decision-making process.

Recommendations are being made for future research to examine how drawings
can support the understanding of landscapes in relation to environmental and climate
challenges and the ways in which such methodologies influence decision-makers and
politicians. It is then necessary to examine how landscape design and drawings can not
only be a ‘thinking’ technique but also a communication tool that improves understanding
of spatial scale and its challenges.
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